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Background

The highest value outcomes can be

obtained when any architectural

design contributes to the enhanced

well-being and satisfaction [1]. One’s

well-being is under control of five

main life domain factors: health,

economy, personality, demographic

and behaviour variables [2]. Among

the life domain factors, health and

economy show stronger and more

positive correlations with well-being

[2]. Accordingly, an architecture

design can enhance well-being when

it contributes to improved health and

is mindful of economy. At this point,

value creation within the architectural

design context, including selection of

a window and blind design, is seen as

an attempt to increase clients’

satisfaction through improving health

and providing economic benefits.

Problem area

Window and blind designs have

conflicting effects on health and

economy. For instance, the benefits

The decision-making framework

of daylight and its role in improving

health can become a strong case for

having an enlarged window area for

increasing daylight penetration.

However, larger windows increase

the risk of overheating and glare,

furthermore they augment the life

cycle cost by increasing energy

consumption, investment and

maintenance costs. Improving health,

when results in notable increase in

life cycle cost, may bind clients in a

situation where they follow the

immediate economic benefits rather

than the long-term health benefits

(comfort).

Aim and objective

This research aims to create value for

clients when selecting a window and

blind design. While the objective of

this research is to develop a decision-

making framework to resolve

conflicts in selecting a window and

blind design, thereby creating value

for clients through increasing their

satisfaction by improving health and

providing economic benefits.

Method 

A decision-making framework was

developed based on an optimization

algorithm and the a multi-criteria

decision-making method (MCDM).

Conclusions and discussion

The decision-making framework can

resolve conflicts when selecting a

window and blind design, thereby it

enables value creation through

increasing clients' satisfaction by

improving their health and providing

economic benefits.
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